
UP CLOSE & PERSONAL
MAKING “MACRO” AND 
MACRO-LIKE PHOTOGRAPHS

Artist – Tim Clarke



EXPECTATIONS

Nancy

• Give an overview and some 
inspiration

• Talk about doing close-up 
photography without buying much 
additional gear

• Compact cameras

• Cellphones

Eric

• Going to talk about using dSLR
gear to shoot closeup

• Tools and techniques



IS THAT REALLY A MACRO? SOME DEFINITIONS

Traditional definition:

• To be considered a macro photograph the 
subject should be at least 1/10th of its 
original size on a frame of 35mm film. 
Purists say 1:1

• With the advent of digital photography, 
and a wide range of sensor sizes, that 
definition is archaic.



IS THAT REALLY A MACRO? SOME DEFINITIONS

• Purists still define “macro” as an image in 
which the subject is captured more or less 
life-sized.

• Put artistic vision ahead of technicalities.

• Macro or close-up!  Put the camera close to 
anything small that fills the frame.

• Is it showing us something we wouldn’t 
normally see with our eyes alone.

Close-up

Macro



THE APPEAL OF MACRO PHOTOS

• Perennial popular

• Fascination with tiny details

• Seeing things we don’t normally 
see with our eyes

• Another avenue for artistic 
abstraction

• Can be done virtually anywhere

Panasonic Lumix using the macro feature. 
As shot 1/15 sec, f/3.3 ISO 400 4.3mm



WHY SHOOT MACROS?

• Scientific illustration

• Cookbook illustration

• Stock photography

• Fine Art 

• Fun



WHAT TO SHOOT?  MUCH MORE THAN BUGS AND FLOWERS

• Go online & browse the web for “macro 
photography”. You will to find hundreds of 
articles about making photographs of 
insects & bits of flowers. 

• Virtually anything can be fascinating 
viewed up close.

• Need inspiration?  “Google” macro and 
any other word; you will find hundreds of 
interesting images to fuel your 
imagination.

Artist: Andrey Pavlov



IN THE KITCHEN



IN THE OFFICE



IN THE CRAFT ROOM



IN THE FRIDGE



IN SPICE DRAWER



IN THE TOOL SHED



IN THE SPORTS CUPBOARD



IN THE CLOTHES CLOSET



IN THE MUSIC ROOM



IN THE TOY BOX



IN THE JEWELRY CHEST



IN YOUR MEDICINE CHEST



RAID THE PIGGY BANK



TORMENT YOUR PETS



MACRO AS FINE ART

• There is a considerable market for 
fine art macro photographs.

• Abstract images make up a significant 
portion of that market

• The focus is on light and line

• The images are largely colour

• Mostly feature very artfully crafted 
light



DAVID HAWKINS



FLORENCE DELVA



FLORENCE DELVA



FLORENCE DELVA



FLORENCE DELVA



CHALLENGES OF SHOOTING CLOSE-UP

• Depth of Field

• Minimum Working Distance

• Light and shadow

• Focus

• Background

• Flaws – Everything Shows



DEPTH OF FIELD  (DOF)

• DOF is that portion of the image that 
is in focus

• The closer the lens to your subject, the 
smaller the DOF, so

• In macro photography the DOF can be 
razor thin

• In many cases it may be impossible to 
get the whole subject in focus.



DEPTH OF FIELD  (DOF)

• If you are shooting dSLR or mirrorless, 
you have control over your aperture, 
and to some extent your DOF.

• To get greater DOF you can “stop 
down” and get more of the scene in 
focus.

• When your lens is very close to the 
subject, even a very small aperture 
might not get the whole subject in focus.

Even at f/22, the whole data card isn’t quite in 
focus



DEPTH OF FIELD  (DOF)

• Using a compact camera or 
smartphone, you have less, if any, 
control over aperture.

• Good news, due to their small sensors 
compact cameras have greater depth 
of field.

• Even with a compact camera or 
cellphone, DOF will be shallow. 

• It is extremely important to decide 
exactly where you want your focus to 
be



MINIMUM WORKING DISTANCE

• Unless you use extra gear, most lenses 
are not capable of getting close enough 
to make even a macro-like image.

• This is where the compact camera, using 
the dedicated “macro” feature, can have 
an advantage

• These two pictures shot at the same time: 
the 1st with a mirrorless camera, and the 
2nd with compact camera in macro mode.

Fujinon 35mm lens   MWD = 12.5 “

Nikon CoolPix MWD < 1”



MINIMUM WORKING DISTANCE  (MWD)

• MWD is the shortest distance between the front 
of your lens and your subject, at which the lens 
or camera can focus.

• This varies tremendously from lens to lens and 
camera to camera.

• Do a test with the camera / lens you will be 
shooting with to know just how close you can get.

• This is different from the minimum focal distance, 
which is the distance from the hypothetical focal 
plane.



LIGHT AND SHADOW

Macro photography adds special lighting 
challenges

• So close to your subject, you may be 
blocking some much needed light.  Your 
camera may actually cast shadows.

• If you have control over your aperture, 
you may choose to shoot stopped right 
down to maximize your DOF. You are 
going to need to adjust either your ISO 
or shutter speed, or add light.  



LIGHT AND SHADOW

• On camera flashes are generally designed to light subjects a 
few feet away from the camera.  

• They are likely to be at the wrong angle to light something that 
is only a few inches from the lens; your camera may block the 
flash, casting shadows.

• Off-camera flash.  You will need to dial down the power 
because you are so close, and / or diffuse the light to avoid 
harsh shadows.

• Much can be done with lower-cost tools.  Because what you are 
shooting is tiny, small reflectors, handheld LED lights, flashlights 
and other small tools can work just fine.  Think tiny light-
painting.



FOCUSING

• In most cases the success of a 
macro image relies on some 
portion of the image being tack 
sharp.

• Very shallow DOF makes 
focusing critical and tricky. It is 
likely that you won’t get your 
whole image in focus; 

• You need to exercise your 
conscious artistic choice in placing 
the sharpness. 

Panasonic Lumix – Macro mode
1/125thth sec,  f/3.3,  4.3 mm



FOCUSING

• For uber-macro shots – 1:2 and closer, your autofocus is 
unlikely to work well. Manual focus may be your only 
option.  (Research the use of focusing rails for super 
precise focus)

• When you are less close auto-focus should work well 
enough.  

• Choose the focus mode that gives you the most control 
over where to put the area of sharp focus – probably 
“point” focus.

• Compact camera and cellphones don’t usually give 
control over focus. Cellphone in particular may struggle 
to find focus. Patience, persistence and multiple shots. Panasonic Lumix – Macro mode

1/60th sec,  f/3.3,  4.3 mm



FOCUSING – COMPACT CAMERA

• Most compact cameras have a dedicated macro 
setting, usually marked with a little flower.  (This is 
also true of some consumer-level dSLR cameras)

• When you choose this setting it arranges the lens 
components in the way most useful for closeup 
work.  

• Always take advantage of the macro setting to get 
the best focus close-up.

• Some compacts have more than one macro setting, 
including one that includes a zoom.

• Some cellphones also have different settings that 
can help with closeup focus.  Explore your gear.



FOCUSING - PLANE OF FOCUS

• The angle of the camera relative to your 
subject can throw things in and out of focus. 
The result is progressively more apparent the 
closer you are to your subject.

• According to basic geometry, any three 
points in space can be connected by one 
plane.  So, any three objects in your field of 
view can be in focus by putting them on a 
plane parallel to the focusing plane of your 
camera. 

• This is always important, but the result of a 
tiny unintentional tilt is even more apparent 
shooting close-up.



FOCUSING - STEADY YOUR CAMERA!

• When you are shooting very close-up, 
camera shake is magnified. 

• This is the time to drag out the tripod, 
even for your compact camera.  

• If circumstances make a tripod 
unworkable, think about how you can 
brace your self and / or your camera. 
Bean bag or pile of books?

• If you don’t have a remote shutter 
release, remind yourself about the self-
timer in your camera or cellphone. 



BACKGROUND

• Pay attention to what is behind 
your subject.  

• Even though your subject is filling 
most of the frame, the 
background can be distracting if 
not carefully considered.

• Change your point-of-view to 
get a more pleasing 
background.



BACKGROUND

• A “trick” that some macro photographers 
use is to create their own background and 
put it behind the subject.  

• Because the subject is small, the 
background can be as small as a normal 
sheet of paper.  

• Some lovely flower shots that look to have 
been made outside, are actually made 
inside with a flower in a vase with a 
printed background behind.



FLAWS – EVERYTHING SHOWS

• The tiniest bit of dust or tiny tear 
can be hugely distracting in a 
macro image.

• Save yourself hours of cloning; 
dust, polish, smooth, etc. before 
you shoot.



THE BEST GEAR

• It is true that those gloriously detailed 
photos of unimaginably tiny things are 
made with high end gear.  dSLR gear with 
dedicated macro lenses set on focusing rails 
using complex flash setups are the tools of 
the professional macro photographer. 

• It is possible to make good close-up images 
with “lesser” gear.

• The best gear is the gear you have.
Samsung Galaxy S7

1/100th sec, f/1.7  4.2mm



SMARTPHONES

Advantages

• You have it with you!!

• You can buy macro attachments 

• Fairly short minimum working distance.

Challenges

• Hard to hold steady

• Autofocus challenged by close subject.  
Really need a macro lens for close work.

• Very small sensor; image quality won’t be 
as good as a camera Panasonic-Lumix DMC SZ-40



COMPACT CAMERAS (POINT & SHOOT)

Advantages:

• Smaller and lighter

• Tends to have greater DOF

• Most have a built in “macro” mode

• Can get really close without extra gear

• Lower cost

Challenges:

• Small sensor – quality

• Have to rely on auto-focus



DSLR AND MIRRORLESS

Advantages:

• Best possible quality

• Able to use extension tubes, macro filters 
and other gear to get in close

• Availability of dedicated macro lenses

• Maybe really big sensors so you can crop

Challenges:

• Cost

• Need extra gear to get in close



DSLR AND MIRRORLESS

• The cropping “cheat” can work if 
you have a large enough sensor.

• Take out your zoom lens, get as 
close as you can and crop.

Fujifilm XT-2,  1/850th sec, f/4.8, 200mm



BRING YOUR CAMERA AND …

Some extra tools will make your macro shoot 
go more smoothly.

• Tripod. Make sure yours can collapse quite 
low, or maybe a tabletop model.  In lieu, a 
bean bag or something else to steady your 
camera.

• Extra light.  Off camera flash, or continuous 
lighting

• Soft brush and other tools to remove dust 
and other distractions.  Microfibre clothes 
to polish marks away …

• Macro lens, reversing ring, extension tube 
or close-up filter … But that is Eric’s story.



SOME RESOURCES
https://improvephotography.com/51814/beginners-guide-macro-photography/ (the best of the intro pages)

https://digital-photography-school.com/macro-photography-for-beginners-part-1/ (very basic)

https://digital-photography-school.com/macro-photography-for-beiginners-part-2/ (Very basic)

https://photographylife.com/macro-photography-tutorial (good overview; dSLR bias; particularly for 
photographing insects)

https://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-abstract-macro-photography-using-texture-and-light/

https://digital-photography-school.com/macro-photography-budget-introduction-close-filters/

https://digital-photography-school.com/5-creative-macro-photography-tricks/ (fun and inexpensive tips)

https://digital-photography-school.com/getting-started-abstract-macro-photography/

https://www.olloclip.com/blog/how-take-stunning-macro-eye-photos/ 

https://www.photopills.com/articles/ultimate-guide-depth-field  (Really detailed lessons on DOF, but accessible 
and understandable.)

https://blog.sigmaphoto.com/2014/macro-photography-dont-like-the-background-bring-your-own/

https://www.wikihow.com/Shoot-Macro-With-a-Compact-Digital-Camera



SOME INSPIRATION
https://500px.com/mikichobi

https://digital-photography-school.com/small-world-macro-photography/

https://digital-photography-school.com/fun-with-macro-photography/

http://pcrphotography.com/close-up-macro-photography/

https://500px.com/joniniemela 

http://sjfinearts.com/

https://500px.com/juliana_nan

https://www.emilykayp.com/macro-still-life/

http://gallery.florencedelva.com/-/home/wine

https://david-patterson.pixels.com/art/photographs/glass

https://www.flickr.com/photos/jedwaters/sets/72157614214876381/

http://www.hawkins-weeks.com/galleries/abstract-photography-prints/ 

http://sjfinearts.com/
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